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Executive Summary
This Annual Report highlights the achievements of Pacific Connect from 1 July 2018 to 30 June
2019. The report emphasises the enhancements to the programme during the year, based on
feedback from stakeholders and participants. It provides a synopsis of the key activities and
events held in that period and includes evidence that the programme is achieving its objectives
– new networks and relationships forming.
Pacific Connect is a two-year pilot programme which seeks to forge stronger strategic-level
relationships between Pacific and Australian current and future leaders across the public,
business, academic and community sectors with emphasis on building business relationships.
The programme’s objectives in 2018/19 were:
•

Expanding and strengthening Australian-Pacific connections by developing new
networks through facilitating the Second Track process on issues of mutual interest and
leveraging existing forums;

•

Increasing Australia's regional influence by cultivating meaningful enduring
relationships between Australian and Pacific individuals and organisations;

•

Contributing to economic development and good governance in the Pacific by creating
the opportunity to work on common issues and new self-resourced partnerships
operating in the Pacific region; and

•

Influencing emerging leaders from the Pacific and Australia.

Each year, through the Pacific Connect program, the International Centre for Democratic
Partnerships (ICDP) seeks to:
•

Select a cohort of 30-40 leaders and emerging leaders to participate in Pacific Connect;

•

Design and deliver a range of activities around the theme, agreed with the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), to meet the programme objectives and ensure
strategic coherence.

In the 2018/19 Annual Plan, ICDP committed to convening 7–9 dialogues and workshops. At 30
June 2019 ICDP delivered:
•

Eight dialogues – six in Pacific countries and two in Australia;

•

Two workshops – Storytelling in Samoa and Blockchain in the Solomon Islands;

•

Three strategic/introductory visits – Fiji, Tonga and Papua New Guinea (PNG);

•

Annual Pacific Connect Forum.

In its first 21 months of operation, ICDP has found a ‘strategic niche’ and ‘point of difference’ as
a small and nimble programme delivering under a broad theme of ‘Australia-Pacific Connections
for the Digital Future’. In particular, by:
•

Focusing on projects to build business relationships;

•

Using the Second Track approach, ICDP has been able to gain traction and credibility in
the Pacific.
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•

ICDP benefits from significant in-kind contributions from its Board, Strategic Advisors and
Pacific partners who are high level, influential people in Australia and the Pacific.

•

Pacific Connect has a growing alumni network (Pacific Connect Community) which is
providing ever-increasing access to high-calibre participants from Australia and the Pacific
through referrals.

•

Pacific Connect has had success in attracting and retaining a cadre of entrepreneurial
leaders to its network.

•

Pacific Connect has been successful in attracting and retaining emerging
leaders/entrepreneurs, particularly Pacific women, to its network and connecting them
with others within the network.

•

Through its dialogues, Pacific Connect provides an opportunity for ongoing collaborations
and capacity building through joint projects between Pacific Islanders and Australians as a
positive add-on to identified objectives.

In implementing year two of the Pacific Connect program, ICDP has refined the design of the
programme and the Second Track process reflecting feedback and comments from stakeholders and
participants. Examples include introducing Pacific-wide women-focused dialogues where
participants from the six Pacific Islands, Australia and New Zealand convene in Brisbane, Australia;
extending the duration of dialogues to promote small group and one on one discussions; add on
short study tours and workshops; the increased role of the Pacific facilitator; follow-up support for
project leads and informal mentoring.
Expansion of the network continues. The Pacific Connect Network has expanded to 420 people with
the Pacific Connect Community comprising 177 emerging leaders:
•
•

129 Pacific people/48 Australians;
55% Females/45% Males.

Participants engaged in Pacific Connect have benefited from a more deliberate, consistent and
coordinated approach to engagement. They have expanded their networks across Australia and the
Pacific. The key value proposition for participants is becoming part of an activated and influential
network (Pacific Connect Community) that can provide opportunities and connections for
mentoring, coaching and potential business opportunities long term. Most importantly, projects are
a critical part of building relationships and enhancing growth and development across the Pacific.
We are delighted to advise that over the past two years there have been 59 ideas identified with
five funded projects and a further 19 active projects.
ICDP has a strong online presence with a dedicated website, Facebook page, Twitter site, LinkedIn site
and Slack collaboration platform for dialogue participants. ICDP has solicited blogposts and articles
from Pacific-based dialogue participants and the broader ICDP network. Since June 2018, ICDP has
fostered a vibrant online community presence that maintains engagement with both Australian and
Pacific Island participants. ICDP’s website attracts 900 monthly users per month, with the online
blogging platforms hosting 114 blogs (of which 64 are Pacific based) as of June 2019. Pacific Connect
has growing engagement and influence online: on average, a single image post reaches over 600
people. On its Twitter page, ICDP has spread awareness of the Pacific Connect programme to over
145,000 unique users. ICDP’s social media platform has received regional attention, with organisations
such as DFAT, UNDP and WHO engaging with Pacific Connect content.
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In 2018/19 Pacific Connect benefited from significant in-kind contributions from the Pacific Connect
Network (estimated value – over $120,000), and the ICDP Board who have spent an estimated 21
days undertaking preparatory work, travelling and convening meetings, dialogues and workshops in
the Pacific.
Independent monitoring and evaluation of Pacific Connect is undertaken by the University of
Technology Sydney (UTS). UTS assesses IDCP’s performance through a mixed-methods evaluation,
framed around a program logic to identify and measure program outcomes. The outcomes in scope
for evaluation in years one to two are:
•

Participants have increased knowledge and awareness of networks;

•

Participants and partners have increased opportunities for Second Track policy discussion
and informal dialogues;

•

Participants and partners have increased interaction and engagement with entrepreneurial
leaders, public sector officials and civil society partners.

While the final monitoring and evaluation report will be presented at the end of September 2019,
interim reporting indicates that Pacific Connect is tracking well against its immediate objectives.
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Our Vision
A stable and prosperous Pacific region is an important part of Australia’s national security and a key
objective of Australia’s foreign policy. However, the complexity of regional challenges demands fresh
and innovative approaches.
The 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper outlines how Australia plans to focus on its region and introduces
five objectives of fundamental importance to Australia’s security and prosperity, including stepping
up support for a more resilient Pacific over the next decade. Strengthening people-to-people links in
Australia’s engagement with Pacific Island countries acknowledges that it must step up efforts. This
new approach recognises a more ambitious engagement by Australia, including helping to integrate
Pacific countries into Australian economies and security institutions which is essential to long-term
stability of the Pacific region.
Pacific Connect – a two-year pilot programme announced by the Australian Prime Minister at the 48th
Pacific Islands Forum in Samoa on 8 September 2017 — seeks to forge stronger strategic-level
relationships between Pacific and Australian current and future leaders across the public, business,
academic and community sectors. Pacific Connect complements a suite of government
digital/innovation, cyber engagement, leadership, women’s, and research initiatives that are already
operating in the Pacific. The focus of the Pacific Connect agenda is to offer a ‘step change’ by delivering
a new ‘people to people’ approach.

PACIFIC CONNECT GOAL
To establish enduring and effective partnerships
between Australian and Pacific Island
governments, business, academia
and community groups
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Who We Are
ICDP is a not-for-profit company which aims to forge genuine and enduring strategic relationships
between Pacific and Australian individuals and organisations through the Second Track process (see
definition on page 9), establishing business relationships and leadership development. We support
and strengthen existing connections and help build new networks and coalitions for business, public
sector, academia and community leaders in Australia and the Pacific.

Our Role
Our mandate is driven by the 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper, specifically strengthening people-topeople links, and includes six countries: Fiji, PNG, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu. We
leverage the extensive network of our strategic partners Global Access Partners (GAP) and Strategic
Development Group (SDG) in Australia and the Pacific to build connections and establish business
relationships. ICDP is funded by DFAT.

Our Approach
We have a culture that fosters collaboration
as we look to connect people and businesses
across the Pacific. Our size enables us to be
agile in our approach, as we work towards
our Vision of “helping to build new networks
and establishing business relationships”. Our
Vision is aligned to 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development Goals 5, 8 and 17,
while supporting individual Pacific Country
strategies, DFAT’s framework for Making
Performance
Count
and
Australia’s
International Cyber Engagement Strategy.
The reputation of the ICDP Board and Pacific
Connect Network partners in the Pacific,
along with support from DFAT, has been
integral to Pacific Connect’s success so far.
This has enabled ICDP to build a strong
framework to enable effective relationship
building and network expansion.
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Actively support women
entrepreneurs in the
Pacific

Help Pacific entrepreneurs
to establish new
networks and business
relationships

Enhance the use of enabling
technology, in particular,
information and
communication technology
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ICDP initiates engagement through a
short visit and possibly an in-country
workshop to identify an ICT topic
that is of interest to the country and
which lends itself to the application
of ICT to address a challenge the
country faces. Business, academic,
community and government leaders
and future leaders are consulted and
engaged to determine the topic,
around which a dialogue is planned.
In collaboration with a Pacific partner we identify participants (the ‘right’ people) to attend a dialogue
to establish relationships by exploring the ICT-related topic and identifying potential projects.
Working on projects is a critical part of encouraging participants to stay connected beyond the
dialogue and has the potential to enhance growth and economic development in Pacific countries.

Second Track Dialogue
The dialogue is delivered using the Second Track – an unofficial, informal, consultative-style process
that helps focus participants on specific problems, their possible ICT solutions and potential practical
projects that can be taken further by members of the dialogue.

DEFINITION OF SECOND TRACK
GAP’ Second Track Process has been developed over 20 years. The process brings a
multidisciplinary group of people together for a series of meetings over a two-stage process.
Stage one is discussion and stage two is implementation. These meetings focus on a macroeconomic topic and facilitates collaboration with the goal of developing a solution to a common
challenge and then implementing that solution.
Each member of the group contributes in a personal capacity and brings to the discussion their
experience, networks, influence and expertise. Group members are sought from a variety of
backgrounds to ensure that as many views on the topic are incorporated as possible, thus
making the outcome likely to be a long-term solution with multi-stakeholder support.
Facilitation focuses on encouraging free-flowing, open and honest discussion where those
involved are keen to see positive opportunities emerge for all engaged. It is a two-phase process
and focuses on implementation of solutions. While phase one is about identifying solutions,
phase two is about making sure those recommendations have impact in the real world. This is
why the GAP Second Track Process focuses on building long-term relationships between
dialogue members and encourages people to engage in a personal capacity rather than only
representing an organisation.
All discussions are held under the Chatham House Rule. The process is never based on a single
meeting but rather a series of meetings to allow time to progress and test ideas, develop
ICDPsolutions
Pacific and
Connect
Annual
Report, July 2018 – June 2019
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implement
outcomes.

In 2018/19, ICDP introduced Pacific-wide dialogues where predominantly female participants from
the six Pacific Islands, Australia and New Zealand convene in Brisbane, Australia. The Pacific-wide
dialogues serve as good networking events where participants share experiences and information,
hear from successful female entrepreneurs and visit innovation hubs. Participants feedback showed
that they really value these types of activities. They value meeting other like-minded people across
the Pacific and visiting innovation hubs. As a result of the positive feedback, we will deliver more
Australian-based activities in 2019-20. It should be noted, however, that developing projects from
these dialogues is unlikely due to the specific challenges and conditions in each country and
difficulties finding synergies to pursue remotely.
Going forward, these dialogues will predominantly focus on networking, building business acumen
and providing opportunities for professional development and mentoring.
In 2018/19 we continued to include Pacific Island facilitators in
dialogues. The Pacific facilitator plays a key role in the planning and
preparation of a dialogue, including deciding the topic, designing the
agenda, identifying keynote speakers and selecting participants.
In 2018/19 Pacific facilitators were:
•

Peter Kenilorea, Politician (Solomon Islands, November 2018);

•

Taulapapa Brenda Heather-Latu, ICDP Special Advisor, Consultant,
Strategic Development Group, Samoa (Brisbane, February 2019);

•

Fred Samuel, Director, Pacific Group (Vanuatu, March 2019);

•

Taholo Kami, Partnerships Manager, ICDP (Vanuatu, March 2019);

•

John Pora, Director, NIUGENE PNG Limited (PNG, April 2019);

•

Zha Agabe-Granfar, Founder & Executive Director, VERGE
(Brisbane, June 2019);

•

Eranda Kotelawala, Chief Executive Officer, Solomon Islands Port
Authority (Solomon Islands, June 2019);

•

Francis Herman OAM, Chief Executive Officer, Vanuatu
Broadcasting and Television Corporation (Vanuatu, July 2019); and

•

Rakesh Ram, Chief Executive Officer, HFC Bank (Fiji, July 2019).

The Second Track process has been adapted to consider Pacific culture
and reflects feedback from stakeholders and participants. Other design
adjustments have been made to allow more time for individuals to
connect and build rapport through one-on-one and small group
discussions. Informal practice pitches are also a feature of dialogues
which builds capability of Pacific participants and enables feedback from
the group and facilitators. Extra-curricular activities are also arranged to
further cultural awareness and understanding and encourage more
informal discussions.
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Our Services
In 2018/19, we continued to work with individuals and organisations from the six Pacific countries
and Australia through the following:
•

Connecting Individuals via introductions, dialogues and workshops, networking events,
promotion and marketing, individual referrals; and

•

Capacity building via workshops, informal practice pitches, mentoring, study tours to
experience Australia, support and advice.

Our activities include:
•

Strategic engagement in the Pacific: Short visits and discussions with key business,
government, community and academic leaders to maintain momentum and informal
networking sessions with emerging leaders.
o

Leader to leader engagement: Workshops bringing a select group of current and
emerging leaders from business, government, academia and community sectors
together to collaborate on shared interest projects, discuss future topics or increase
knowledge and skills around technical skills such as blockchain.

o

6x6 to 10x10 Dialogues: Convening a series of confidential dialogues involving
emerging and current leaders from Australia and the Pacific to discuss a range of
ICT-related topics.

o

Pacific Connect Annual Forum (see page 31) where Dialogue participants and
delegates convene to discuss dialogue projects; broaden networking and mentoring
opportunities and undertake study tours.

•

Leveraging existing forums: Supporting and participating in Australian and Pacific
conferences and seminars to drive and support collaboration on real-life projects by
bringing people together.

•

Targeted individual connections: Enabling Pacific Connect participants access to
professional development opportunities, and to develop beneficial networks
o

Mentorship, secondments & coaching opportunities;

o

Identification and development of projects: supporting emerging leaders to work
together to develop funding proposals and implement projects.

o

•

Structured short-term visits;

Branding, communications and analysis: An identifiable brand and strong communication
presence to reflect Pacific Connect objectives and support Pacific Connect Australian and
Pacific networks.
o Monthly newsletter;
o Support Pacific Connect Community (alumni);
o Research to inform ICDP/Pacific Connect activities;
o Website and publishing platform;
o Online collaboration for projects through Slack online;
o Blogs by Pacific and Australian Pacific Connect network members.
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Pacific Connect Theme
Imminent connectivity expansion through the building of submarine communication cables creates a
priority focus for Pacific leaders and presents significant opportunities for policy discussion and
planning for the impact of better digital connectivity on government, business, community, academia
and individuals.
ICDP has been working with local leadership both in Australia and in Fiji, PNG, Samoa, Tonga, Vanuatu
and the Solomon Islands to identify opportunities, individuals and organisations for engagement
under the theme of ‘Australia-Pacific Connections for the Digital Future’.
The entrepreneurial-focused ICT for development theme supports Australia’s International Cyber
Engagement Strategy that “Digital technologies are used to achieve sustainable development and
inclusive economic growth in the Indo-Pacific”. It also allows ICDP to hold dialogues and workshops
across a wide range of topics particularly relevant to Pacific Island growth and development.
The theme enables a high degree of flexibility for identifying topics for collaboration through dialogues
such as education, employment, financial and arts/culture.

The ICT theme brings people together from different industries
Daniel Stricker (Siberia Records) and Sam Saili (SkyEye Samoa) meet at the UNDP conference in Samoa in
June 2018 and connect at the ICDP workshop to identify business opportunities. Siberia records and SkyEye
partner to develop a business case. Both attend the Pacific Connect Annual Forum on 18 September and
continue to progress the project. Phase 1 of the project is funded, and Daniel and Sam sign an MoU to coown the digital equipment. Phase 1 of the project is implemented in the Northern Territory. Daniel attends
the dialogue in Samoa on 19 May 19 and presents the NT project to Samoan stakeholders. Team agrees to
progress phase 2 of the project ‘Climate Change Storytelling through Virtual Reality”. The team will convene
in Sydney on 19 September and pitch project to potential investors.
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Participants
Emerging and future leaders are described as individuals who are in mid-ranking roles (likely to be
in their mid-20’s to mid to late thirties), their careers are underway, they are ambitious and possess
the following characteristics of individuals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a commitment to improving their country and region;
are well connected and have a desire to share their existing networks;
have a "big picture" perspective tied to "action / reality on the ground" experience;
humility and ability to embrace, engage and implement change;
a track record of trust and respect from colleagues and achievement;
are an active supporter of other emerging leaders; and
are committed to supporting the Pacific Connect vision.

Participants with these characteristics were selected against a set of criteria as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

current and previous experience and responsibilities;
desire to effect change and make positive impacts at local, national, regional and
international level;
coalition and network builder;
ability to think strategically and contribute to dialogues;
capacity to collaborate with other stakeholders within and external to their field/sector;
sponsor/supporter/referee comments; and
commitment/motivation.

Participants were drawn from a range of existing networks including the Pacific Connect
Community (Alumni). Additionally, GAP, Strategic Development Group, Australian High
Commissions and ICDP networks also assisted in identifying a number of participants.

Identifying the right people
Zha Agabe-Granfar
As a young entrepreneur from PNG, Zha was invited to attend ICDP’s first Brisbane dialogue in February
2019. Zha’s communication and presentation skills were recognised at the event, and ICDP invited Zha to
the next Brisbane dialogue in June 2019 to co-facilitate the dialogue, therefore assisting her to build skills
and confidence in leading and addressing a group of her peers.

Joanne Murphy
A grazier from remote Australia, Joanne was referred to ICDP via her network to attend the Pacific Connect
Business Network Dialogue in Port Moresby (1-3 April 2019). Initially hesitant, Joanne was a key participant
at the Agribusiness Dialogue, bringing her experiences from Australia to inspire the PNG farmers and
entrepreneurs throughout the Dialogue. Joanne helped lead a ‘digital disruption’ project that seeks to
provide data to PNG farmers. The platform would assist the agriculture industry to best utilise local
resources to enhance domestic efficiencies and increase output. Joanne is active on Pacific Connect’s
Community Engagement Platform, collaborating with the Community on agribusiness issues.

ICDP Pacific Connect Annual Report, July 2018 – June 2019
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Gender Inclusion
Promoting gender equality is integral to advancing Australia’s national interests and reflects
Australian values of fairness and substantive equality. One of the principles used to guide Pacific
Connect is promoting gender equity and targeting opportunities for women across its activities.
In implementing gender inclusion, we have taken practical action:
•

Supporting women’s organisations and coalitions, including women entrepreneurs,
associations and service providers for women wherever possible and appropriate,
recognising the lead role of these organisations in creating change – examples includes the
Solomon Islands Women in IT and the Tonga Women in IT groups;

•

Inviting women entrepreneurial leaders to facilitate dialogues and mentor/coach –
examples include mentoring sessions that were organised for six Pacific women around the
Pacific Connect Forum;

•

Providing access to Australian accelerator hubs that include women-focused opportunities
– for example, BlueChilli’s She Starts program;

•

Targeting emerging female leaders from Australia and the Pacific to participate in dialogues.
55% women in attendance;

•

Introducing women-focused dialogues in Brisbane;

•

Identifying, where possible, leadership roles for women in activities and the
development/implementation of projects – for example, inviting a PNG woman to facilitate
a dialogue and encouraging women to lead projects;

•

Structure and length of activities are designed to enable women to attend, recognising
primary caring responsibilities;

•

Supporting Pacific women business owners by connecting them to Australian businesswomen.

ICDP Pacific Connect Annual Report, July 2018 – June 2019
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The Value Proposition
Purposeful people-to-people engagement builds on the shared interests of the Australian
Government, the Pacific Connect Community and key stakeholders. Therefore, it is important to
identify the benefits of engagement in Pacific Connect for individuals, organisations, communities and,
ultimately countries. Refer below:

Benefits to the Pacific Connect
Community

Benefits to Australia
Enhanced influence, access and
engagement

Improved access and connectivity to individuals
and networks in Australia and the Pacific

New connections established

New opportunities to build connections with
Australian government, business, academia, civil
society and individuals

Raised awareness of Australia’s
capabilities and credentials, especially
in IT and digital capacity

Raised visibility of achievements within their own
country and through ongoing connections to
Australia

Improved reputation

Increased access to specialised and tailored
mentoring and capacity building

Better and stronger working
relationships across government,
commercial and academia

Platform to create new opportunities – career,
community, business, culture.

Opportunity to do more business in
the Pacific and create new business
opportunities.

Open access to the broader Pacific Connect / ICDP /
GAP alumni community

Pacific Island participants speak
‘I believe Pacific Connect allows us to collaborate with like-minded emerging leaders, this is the answer to
many challenges encountered by Pacific Islands countries over time, especially in terms of strengthening
‘Australia-Pacific Connections for the Digital Future’ through collaboration on projects and ongoing network
activities.’

A Solomon Islands Dialogue participant
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Impact and Outcomes
We are committed to delivering measurable outcomes.
Objective

Target

Outputs

Developing new networks
through facilitating the
Second Track process on
issues of mutual interest
and leveraging existing
forums

Identifying 30-40
emerging leaders across
the Pacific and Australia,
ICDP will establish a
Pacific Connect Alumni
(Pacific Connect
Community). (refer Page
7 2018/19 Pacific
Connect Annual Plan)

Pacific Connect
Community comprising
177 emerging leaders:
129 Pacific
people/48
Australians;
55% Females/45%
Males.

Increasing Australia's
regional influence by
cultivating meaningful
enduring relationships
between Australian and
Pacific individuals and
organisations

Design and deliver a
range of activities to
meet the programme
objectives and ensure
strategic coherence
Deliver 7 – 9 dialogues
(refer Pages 10-14,
2018/19 Pacific Connect
Annual Plan)

Events delivered:
8 dialogues
3 Strategic visits
3 workshops/training
1 Annual forum

Contributing to economic
development and good
governance in the Pacific
by creating the opportunity
to work on common issues
and new self-resourced
partnerships operating in
the Pacific region

Projects sponsored or
fully developed in other
ways (ICT solution to
problem, boost ICT
sector, new businesses,
jobs, economic growth
and opportunity) (refer
Page 7 2018/19 Pacific
Connect Annual Plan)

5 funded projects:
- Pacific Connect
newsletter
- Outdoor touchscreen
hub with WiFi hotspot
- First WEF Global
Shapers Community
established in Pacific
- Every Building is a
Classroom Development of a
Dashboard for
Education Infrastructure
- Immersive storytelling
using virtual reality
technology in the NT
and Samoa (phase 1
funded)
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Outcomes

Participants
have increased
knowledge and
awareness of
networks.

Participants and
partners have
increased
opportunities
for Second
Track policy
discussion and
informal
dialogues.
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Objective
Influencing emerging
leaders from the Pacific
and Australia.
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Target

Outputs

Outcomes

Design and deliver a
range of activities to
meet the programme
objectives (refer Pages
10-14, 2018/19 Pacific
Connect Annual Plan).
All projects, even those
that may not get
beyond the
development stage,
will help build contacts
and networks; provide
opportunities to work
together and learn
about ICT; enhance
skills in developing
business proposals
manage an ICT project
and alumni. (refer Page
6 2018/19 Pacific
Connect Annual Plan)

The Pacific Connect
Network has expanded
to 420 people.
10 face-to-face sessions
held
Mentoring
Study tours
Global Shapers Hub
established
Online social media
platforms established
connecting people.
59 ideas, 19 active
projects.

Participants and
partners have
increased interaction
and engagement with
entrepreneurial
leaders, public sector
officials and civil
society partners.
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Impact of Pacific Connect Programme
Olisana Mariner, a Samoan entrepreneur
ICDP identifies Olisana at UNDP Digital Pacific Conference who was the Youth Co-lab winner in July 2018.
Olisana is invited to attend Pacific Connect Forum in September 2018 and meets James Fraser (member
of Pacific Connect alumni). They discuss the idea of setting up an innovation hub in the Pacific. Out of
the Solomon Islands dialogue (November 2018) James identifies the World Economic Global Shapers
idea. Olisana attends the Brisbane dialogue in February 2019 and ICDP identifies Olisana for the Global
Shapers curator role. Olisana applies for the role, attends the Summit and is approved (April 2019). The
first Pacific Global Shapers hub established in May 2019. Olisana attends the Samoan dialogue in May
2019, meets Daniel Stricker (Pacific Connect network, and is now progressing the Hub idea along with
supporting the VR project.

Pacific Island participants speak
‘The Dialogue was a way forward for me, especially in the industry we are involved in. Thank you so much for
selecting me to be part of the dialogue. I hope to participate and get connected to my networks more often
moving forward.’

A Fiji Dialogue participant

ICDP Pacific Connect Annual Report, July 2018 – June 2019
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Monitoring and Evaluation
Embedded in our work is the monitoring and evaluation framework which tracks participants and
partners interaction and engagement. The framework allows us to be agile and adjust our service
offerings and delivery ensuring resources are effectively used.
While the final monitoring and evaluation report will be presented at the end of September 2019,
post-dialogue survey reporting indicates that Pacific Connect is tracking well against its immediate
objectives.
Survey results indicate that participants and other key stakeholders supported the Second Track
approach to problem solving and strengthening links in the Pacific. Participants reported that the
Second Track process allowed informal, open and honest conversations, and for matters to be
progressed in a fast yet focused way. Many participants felt encouraged to speak their mind, offer
opinions and expertise.
In relation to increased interaction and engagement, participants stated they intended to stay in
contact with one another, primarily using Slack or email—but also using LinkedIn and WhatsApp.
Many participants indicated they intend to collaborate on projects that emerged from the Dialogues.
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Key Achievements
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Australian participants speak
‘It has truly been a wonderful experience indeed for me to be invited to participate in this dialogue. The time spent
together was invigorating, meeting likeminded and impactful women across the Pacific sharing experiences, insights,
exchange contacts and making connections. I am so deeply grateful to all the powerful women behind ICDP.’

A Brisbane Dialogue participant

Examples of active PC Community members
James Fraser
Attends the first PNG dialogue March 2018. Attends the Pacific Connect Annual Forum and meets Peter Kenilorea who
agrees to mentor him. Attends a later dialogue in the Solomon Islands in November 2018. Identifies an idea and meets
with the mentor (Peter Kenilorea). Uses his Australian contacts and the Pacific network to develop the idea (first Global
Shapers hub in the Pacific). Attends the Pacific Connect Forum. ICDP identifies a person in the Pacific (Olisana Mariner)
and connects the two. Both are supported by ICDP to attend the Global Shapers Summit in Melbourne. The First World
Economic Forum Global Shapers Hub is established in the Pacific (Samoa) in May 2019.

Georgina Naigulevu
Attends the dialogue in Brisbane February 2019 and identifies the idea to create a Women in IT network in Fiji
based on discussions with Ila Tura, the founder of the Solomon Islands Women in IT. Gina works with ICDP
partnership manager Kenneth Katafono to progress the idea. ICDP undertakes a strategic visit to Suva in March
19, Gina assists to set up meetings and attends a networking function. ICDP meets with Gina’s boss Rakesh Ram,
CEO of HFC Bank. Rakesh agrees to co-sponsor and facilitate the dialogue. He identifies assistive technology as a
topic to be held in July 2019. ICDP partners with HFC to deliver the dialogue.
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Projects
1 Event

Goal

PNG Commercial Dialogue
Pacific Connect newsletter- DELIVERED - First newsletter distributed
September 2018
The dialogue participants agreed to produce a regular Pacific Connect
newsletter to share ideas and updates. It will include project news and
proposals for schemes across the Pacific and broaden its readership and
contributors as Pacific Connect holds more dialogues in other countries.
ICDP media will be coordinated by an editorial team and other
participants will be encouraged to contribute articles, blogs and
comments to ongoing discussions. the strength and diversity of
contemporary Indigenous knowledge, culture and identity of Samoa
and the South Pacific. This would be achieved in the most empathetic
way through music, art, dance and technology.
Aug-18
Engaged a part-time staff member to assist and first newsletter
circulated in October 2018
Distribution of a regular newsletter to the Pacific Connect Community

Key relationships

ICDP editorial team incl Pacific Connect Community (Alumni)

Project

Description

Commenced
Progress

2 Event

Goal

Solomon Islands Dialogue - November 2018– Funding received Apr 2019
An outdoor touchscreen hub with WiFi hotspot as an entry to the
digital world, for rural and remote Solomon Islanders.
The focus will be on young people (up to 20 years) in rural and remote
villages, where they have limited access to education. The school
curriculum will be curated and distributed through the outdoor
touchscreen hubs. With the villagers we will aggregate existing digital
content and will trial the Hitnet catalogue of Indigenous Australian
content. With the hub’s WiFi hotspot, we can train mobile phone users
to access the information and services, furthering the reach. The hubs
will be developed with a solar powered panel, to be able to operate
with little or no mains power. The hubs will be trialed in different sites.
Nov-18
The team was successful in receiving funding from DFAT's 2019
'Technology For Development' Award
To pilot the outdoor touchscreen hub in the Solomon Islands

Key relationships

Hon Peter Kenilorea Jnr MP & Ministry of Education of Solomon Islands

Project

Description

Commenced
Progress
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3

4
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Event

Solomon Islands Dialogue - November 2018 – DELIVERED - First Curator
approved May 2019

Project

Establish a WEF Global Shapers Community within the South Pacific
commencing with Solomon Islands.

Description

Born out of the World Economic Forum, the Global Shapers Community is
a network of inspiring young people under the age of 30 working together
to address local, regional and global challenges. In each city, teams of
Shapers self-organize to create projects that address the needs of their
community. Projects are wide-ranging – from responding to disasters and
combating poverty, to fighting climate change and building inclusive
communities.

Commenced

Nov-18

Progress:

Ms Olisana Mariner from Samoa has been approved as the Founding
Curator

Goal

To help youth across the Pacific be more connected to the international
youth community.

Key relationships

World Economic Forum

Event

Solomon Islands Dialogue - November 2018 - Funding received April 2019

Project

Every Building is a Classroom - Development of a Dashboard for
Education Infrastructure

Description

Unlock the potential for every building in the Solomon Islands to be a
classroom for learning via a digital mapping & data platform.

Commenced

Nov-18

Progress

On 10 December 2018 the team submitted a funding proposal to the
Solomon Islands Technology for Development Challenge. On 25 February
2019, the team was advised that their proposal had been shortlisted and
a comprehensive proposal was submitted on 15 March 2019. On 10 April
2019 the team were advised that their proposal had been successful. The
project lead travelled to Solomon Islands to attend the ceremony
sponsored by DFAT.

Goals

The long-term goals include making it cheaper to expand access to early
childhood education, secondary school, TVET, and tertiary education by
harnessing underutilised capacity in existing infrastructure and enabling
targeting of efforts to provide essential infrastructure (reliable Internet
and energy) to existing buildings so they can function as digital learning
environments sooner. The data platform will facilitate clustering of
education and training opportunities across all age groups.
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Event

Samoa Workshop June 2018 – ‘Exploring Practical Concepts for Digital
Innovation’

Project

Immersive storytelling using virtual reality technology in the NT and
Samoa

Description

To produce a series of Immersive experiences (potentially 1 or 2 a year)
through AR/VR/Cross Cultural Artist Collaboration that invite the globe to
experience the strength and diversity of contemporary Indigenous
knowledge, culture and identity of Samoa and the South Pacific. This
would be achieved in the most empathetic way through music, art, dance
and technology.

Commenced

Workshop held 8 June 2018 adjacent to Digital Pacific 2018 Samoa
Regional Conference.

Progress

A project outline has been produced. A dialogue to research and further
develop the idea in Samoa is was held 30 July. A funding proposal has
been produced in collaboration with SkyEye/Siberia Records/Digicel. An
MOU has been developed to purchase the Lidar camera. The proposal
has been sent to Minister Rico. Funding is being sought.

Goal

Create an international spotlight on Samoa and the South Pacific through
VR/AR experiences, soundtrack album’s and accompanying materials,
around the globe with potential positive impacts on tourism.

Key relationship

Ministry Communications & IT; National University of Samoa; Samoan
Chamber of Commerce & Industry; Australian High Commission to
Samoa; United Nations Development Programme Samoa Office; 3
Samoan emerging leaders, 2 Australian emerging leaders

Example of project delivery and business relationships established
Cameron Neil
Attends a dialogue in SI – identifies idea with Robertson (Solomon Islander), Peter Kenilorea (ambassador offers
support), grant application submitted, grant approved, project implementation workshop held in conjunction with
another dialogue – ICDP convenes implementation workshop in Honiara. Team working to implement project.
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Value for Money
For ICDP the definition of ‘value for money’ is the optimal use of resources to achieve the intended
outcomes. Value for money is not about achieving the lowest initial price and does not always mean
that the ‘highest quality’ service is selected. A lower cost option that meets quality requirements may
be appropriate. As an example, air travel for ICDP activities is undertaken at economy class and the
lowest practical fare travel policy is applied. ICDP uses competitive selection processes when selecting
partners or suppliers and seeks to negotiate discounts and in-kind support where appropriate.
ICDP delivers value for money by continuously improving the design and mode of delivery of the Pacific
Connect Programme to enhance results and build collaboration. Introducing workshops to further
build networks and explore potential themes and projects has resulted in stronger buy-in and a
broader group of emerging leaders to participate in resulting dialogues and to join the Pacific Connect
Community.
ICDP trials innovative delivery approaches, works collaboratively and analyses feedback from people
in the Pacific to adopt flexible and successful approaches, and to apply lessons learned. For example,
ICDP has established a number of strong relationships with a range of current and emerging leaders in
Samoa which has led to the successful delivery of a workshop and dialogue and the establishment of
two Samoa-based projects. ICDP has also utilised online technology i.e. Slack to enable dialogue groups
to continue discussions and collaborations.
ICDP utilises significant in-kind support in its operations to enhance service delivery and provide budget
savings. For example:
 Mr Peter Fritz AM, Strategic Advisor, ICDP, attended and facilitated two Dialogues in the Solomon
Islands (22-23 November 2018 and 25-26 June 2019), Dialogue in Suva (29-30 July 2019), and
participated in the strategic visit to Suva on 14-15 March 2019. Travel expenses are costed at $9,436
which he funded himself. Additionally, Mr Fritz continues to provide mentoring sessions for
dialogue participants, feedback on projects, identify partners for connecting participants and
leverage his network.
His support to ICDP also included:
− Sponsoring the Sydney leg of Winifred Kula Amini's trip to Australia (July
2018) $923.85
− Donation to Samoa Cancer Society $1,000.00
− Return airfare for PNG participant Max Nightingale flying to Port Moresby (27-28 March
2018) Dialogue $535.54
− Sponsoring Samoan ICT Minister, the Hon. Afamasaga Rico Tupai's visit to Sydney, April
22-23, 2019 $8,638.89
− Hosting ICDP-related meetings with strategic partners $2,090
Subtotal

$13,188

Estimated total value of Peter’s contribution (15 days incl travel) = $13,188 + $9,436 + $30,000
= $52,624
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Risks & Challenges
Risk/Challenge

Recommendation/Mitigation

The workload for ICDP and Facilitators post
dialogue has been higher than expected.

Organise and encourage ongoing mentoring opportunities
between Australian & Pacific dialogue participants incl Pacific
Connect network. ICDP delegates to meet with Pacific
Connect Community (alumnus) on each visit to Pacific.
Projects emanating from dialogues are coordinated and
managed by participants with appropriate support from ICDP.

Identifying Australian candidates to participate
in Pacific Connect can take time. Much time
and effort are spent on identifying and vetting
individuals to join Pacific Connect.

Getting the ‘right’ people in the room is crucial to
Second Track process. As the Pacific Connect Community
grows identifying and engaging suitable candidates will
become less cumbersome. Community members are referring
potential participants based on their dialogue experience.

Based on feedback from PNG Dialogue
participants pre and post dialogue and from
ICDP staff observations – it is evident that the
Second Track process is better understood and
appreciated once it is actually experienced.

Continue utilising Second Track in dialogues & workshops
ensuring cultural and local customs are taken into account
during convening. Continue development of reporting
mechanisms to truly capture Second Track impact.

Value proposition is important to secure
participants - prospective Pacific and Australian
participants require an incentive to initially
engage and stay engaged with Pacific Connect
facilitated networks.

Second Track process enables the creation of tangible
projects that assist in sustaining relationships longer term.
Creation of the Pacific Connect Community (alumnus) will
support ongoing connections and networking and attract
participants.

Identifying all the players operating in the
same space as Pacific Connect and then
working out synergies and common goals in
order to enhance the value and use of
available sources of funding and investment
e.g. if UNDP have resources then offering
partnerships to increase the scope of their
funding and ultimately their effectiveness.

ICDP to continue to attend Pacific
forums/conferences where possible. Work with DFAT and
Pacific Regional Organisations to identify synergies with
relevant bodies to boost effectiveness and for efficient use of
resources.

Pacific Connect and the Second Track process
has disrupted traditional meeting/consultation
strategies.

ICDP utilises its Board and Special Advisors to ensure open
communication with partners and to remain cognisant of
cultural and local customs. ICDP ensures that there is a
Pacific Co-Facilitator at dialogues to ensure cultural & local
customs are respected.

ICDP’s ability/resources to maintain an annual
Annual Plan to include obtaining ongoing funding for the
Pacific Connect Forum as a platform for bringing Pacific Connect Forum to become an annual ICDP/GAP event
together Pacific Connect dialogue participants.
Small declining budget

The Budget will need to be reviewed. Our $1m base has
already diluted in real terms to around $962k by the end of
2018-19 (using a modest 2% deflator) and will fall to $910k by
the end of 2021-2022. This may have an impact on the
number of activities we can deliver.
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Our Activities
In 2018/19, ICDP designed and delivered a series of activities and events which focused on introducing
new networks and building existing connections across the Pacific and Australia.
Connecting people and businesses through
•

Introductions

•

Communications

•

Dialogues

•

Workshops

•

Networking events

•

Masterclasses

•

Mentoring

•

Supporting project development

•

Short study tours

To achieve the objectives, ICDP has designed and delivered a series of activities and events. The events,
namely dialogues and workshops, are intended to connect people and develop new networks that lead
to genuine, long-lasting relationships between Australians and Pacific Islanders.
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The following dialogues were delivered:
Dialogue

Apia, Samoa

Honiara, Solomon
Islands

Date

30 July 2018

22-23 November
2018

Number of Participants
17 participants - 15
Samoan and 2 Australian
emerging leaders
(including 4 women)
16 emerging leaders - 11
from the Solomon Islands
and 5 from Australia
(including 6 women)

Projects which emerged

Cultural Connections & Beyond

-

Educational opportunities for future
employment

-

Every Building is a Classroom

-

Critical Factors for Self-Sustaining
Women Farmers in the Solomon Islands

Brisbane, Australia

Port Vila, Vanuatu

18-19 February
2019
11-12 March 2019

26 emerging leaders – 18
from the Pacific and 8 from
Australia
(including 25 women)
21 emerging leaders - 11
from Vanuatu, 2 from Fiji, 7
from Australia and 1
unidentified
(including 12 women)

-

20 emerging leaders – 6
from Australia and 14 from
Papua New Guinea
(including 9 women)

-

-

-

27-28 May 2019

Twenty-one emerging
leaders - ten from Samoa,
two from Tonga, one from
New Zealand, one from
Singapore and seven from
Australia
(including 11 women)

streamlining the application process for
the Pacific Labour Scheme and Seasonal
Worker Programme;
enhancing pre- and post-orientation for
workers;
conducting research on the existing
Scheme and Programme; and

strengthening communities to provide
support and encourage workers to
return
Innovative and disruptive technology in
agriculture

-

Apia, Samoa

Identified 17 projects

Digital trade and labour mobility

1-3 April 2019

Solar-Powered Community Kiosk
Installation

Establish the first World Economic
Forum’s Global Shapers Hub in the
Pacific
Pacific Women in Business and digital
delivery

-

Port Moresby, PNG

Immersive storytelling using virtual
reality technology in the NT and Samoa

Establish a technology platform that will
better connect marketplaces/farmers to
customers;
Improvement and enhancement of the
supply chain of fresh produce from rural
areas of PNG to urban centres with a
focus on solutions addressing
inconsistent supply and quality;

Make important data, information,
insights & learnings available to key
stakeholders across PNG & the broader
agriculture value chain.
Creative Industries

-

Establishing at TedX site in Samoa through
‘the Hub’ - an existing corporate meeting
space;
Strengthening Samoa’s cultural heritage
through immersive storytelling and site
mapping to urge global climate action.
Creating a digital literacy education
programme ‘ConnectMai’ in Samoa to
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Dialogue

Date

Number of Participants

Projects which emerged

Brisbane, Australia

17-18 June 2019

21 emerging leaders – 10
from Australia, 1 from
Samoa, 1 from Solomon
Islands, 1 from Tonga, 4
from Fiji and 4 from PNG

Using technology to enable youth access
to cultural information to support
identity/social issues.
Pacific Women Entrepreneurs – Technology
Influencers

-

-

Honiara, Solomon
Islands

25-26 June 2019

15 emerging leaders - 9
from Solomon Islands, 1
from PNG, 1 from Fiji and 4
from Australia
(including 4 women)

equip changemakers and entrepreneurs
of the future.

Mobile Cinema – enabling Pacific film
distribution in remote Pacific
communities, building on the Pasifika Film
Fest’s experience, QUT’s technological
expertise, and Global Access Partners’
network
Digital Farmer – educating Pacific farmers
about technology and digital solutions
Payment Gateway – developing an online
payment capability for Pacific businesses,
based on Fiji Finds’ model

The Network – building a members-only
online platform for Pacific Connect alumni
to share profiles, contact information and
areas of interests by extending the
functionality of the existing Slack group
and ICDP’s website.
Using technology to optimise freight &
logistics

-

Less than Container Load sharing –
Access to markets;
Forecasting Data (Export/Production)
Demand for organisations;
Automating the business of ports;
Capability support services for
entrepreneurs and Start-ups; and
Port and shipping symposium.

Pacific Island participants speak
‘The Dialogue gave me a platform to challenge myself, extend my own skills, knowledge and experience, and make
connections that i would not have access to otherwise. The pacific is vast and the chance to reach out and connect
with one another and think and converse differently on how we can address shared challenges is to be valued
beyond measure.’

A Solomon Islands Dialogue participant
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The flagship event – Pacific Connect Forum
ICDP and GAP held the inaugural Pacific Connect Forum at the Preston Stanley Room of NSW
Parliament House on Thursday, 6 September 2018. The Forum assembled a diverse and engaged
audience of over 80 guests from a range of sectors from Australia, Fiji, New Caledonia, New
Zealand, PNG, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu

The objective of the Pacific Connect Forum was to bring together emerging leaders from Australia
and Pacific Island nations, identified and connected through first-year activities of ICDP, to
discuss the digital transformation of the Pacific. It also provided ways for emerging leaders to
collaborate to capitalise on opportunities this presents, as well as build warm, friendly, long-term
relationships.
The Forum’s programme and key activities were designed to shine a spotlight on the work Pacific
Connect has done over the previous twelve months, re-connect Dialogue participants from the
Pacific with each other and their Australian counterparts and introduce them to the members
and projects from other regional Dialogues, and provide networking and business development
opportunities by showcasing the best of Australian innovation and entrepreneurial expertise.
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To complement the dialogues, ICDP also delivered workshops:
Workshop

Date

Solomon Islands

23 November 18

Samoa

27 May 2019

Solomon Islands

27 June 2019

Number of
participants
12
15
21

Outcomes
The group identified the topic ‘Education and future
employment’ for a Dialogue to be held in April 2019.
Introduced the Storytelling concept along with providing
practical tips for establishing and maintaining a business in
the creative industry and seeking funding along the way.
Partnered with the Solomon Island Women in IT Introduced blockchain technology

To continue the contact in country and to keep the alumni engaged the ICDP Board and staff
undertook trips to PNG and Fiji as part of its strategic engagement in the Pacific. In Fiji ICDP also
attended a networking event with the leaders of the youth wings of the three political parties with
seats in the parliament that was hosted by the Australian High Commission. This was the first time
this group had been brought together and it was good to meet Fijian youth and to promote Pacific
Connect.

Strategic
Visits

Date

Tonga

13-16 August 18

PNG

28-30 January 19

Fiji

14-16 March 19

Number of
meetings
11
18
15

Outcomes
Identified participants for future dialogues and discussed
topics.
Support for a dialogue and several topic ideas were
identified. Secured a co-facilitator for a future dialogue.
Support for a dialogue and several topic ideas were
identified. Secured a partner and co-facilitator for a future
dialogue.

Leveraging existing forums: Supporting and participating in Australian and Pacific conferences and
seminars to drive and support collaboration on real-life projects by bringing people together.
Country
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Date

Event

Outcomes
20 Pacific individuals expanded their network by
meeting Summit entrepreneurial leaders.

Sydney,
Australia

September 2018

PNG

October 2018

Global Access Partners 9th
Annual Economic Summit
September each year –
NSW Parliamentary
Chamber
Blockchain Pasifik

Melbourne,
Australia

May 2019

Global Shapers Summit

Supported a Pacific Connect Community member
to deliver the event by providing a technical
speaker to enhance the discussion around
blockchain.
Supported Apia Hub Curator to attend summit to
expand her network.
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Targeted individual connections: Enabling Pacific Connect participants to access capacity building
opportunities, and to develop beneficial networks through:
• Mentorship, secondments & coaching opportunities
• Structured short-term visits
• Identification and development of projects: supporting emerging leaders to work together
to develop funding proposals and implement projects.

Targeted individual connections
Up to 20 mentoring/coaching sessions will be arranged for Pacific emerging leaders with current leaders from Australia
and the Pacific.
• 10 face-to-face sessions held at Pacific Connect Forum.

• Informal mentoring relationships established – at least 2 that we know of.
Structured short-term Visits in Australia
• Organised visits for Pacific emerging leaders to Sydney’s most prominent innovation hubs – 14 people visited
Westpac Stone & Chalk Innovation Hub, 11 women visited BlueChilli Innovation Hub and 13 people visited
Australian Computer Society (ACS) Innovation Hub; 15 people visited the University of Technology (UTS) data
arena; 7 people participated in a tour of the Open Colleges campus and 2 academics visited the University of
Western Sydney.
• Organised 2 visits for Pacific emerging leaders to a Brisbane innovation hub and cultural exhibition – 45 people
joined the study tour.
• Sponsored World Economic Forum’s Global Shapers Hub Samoa Curator to attend Summit in Melbourne,
Australia.
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Branding, communications and analysis: An identifiable brand and strong communication presence
to reflect Pacific Connect objectives and support Pacific Connect Australian & Pacific networks.
• Monthly newsletter;
• Support Pacific Connect Community (alumni);
• Research to inform ICDP/Pacific Connect activities;
• Website and publishing platform;
• Online collaboration for projects through Slack
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Social Media Statistics
Since October 2018, ICDP has been releasing a monthly newsletter which presents an overview of
Pacific Connect activities. The inaugural NewsWrap had 305 subscribers, and subsequent growth of
the platform has seen the ‘July 2019’ edition reach 431 inboxes. The newsletter highlights project
updates, blogs from Australian and Pacific network members and promotes dialogue & workshops.
When applicable, the NewsWrap will also feature SME features that work together with the Pacific
Connect Community on projects coming out of the Dialogues. Under the theme of ‘Australia-Pacific
Connections for the Digital Future’, the newsletter aims to strengthen regional second track
connections, and the Pacific SME focus promotes likeminded organisations who otherwise may face
challenges in promoting themselves, as well as technological and social developments that aid
entrepreneurism in the region.
An identifiable brand and strong communication presence allows ICDP to attract optimal coverage of
its Dialogues & Workshops and supports projects and increases the potential of the Pacific Connect
Community. Since it first went live in 2018, ICDP’s website now reaches an average of 900 monthly
website users, of which 58% of web traffic comes from ICDP’s social media channels (Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn). The website hosts ICDP’s online blogging platform, which as of July 2019 there have
been 124 blogs written. Seventy-two blogs have been written by a Pacific-based author, with the
remaining 52 written from an Australian perspective.
ICDP seeks the best value for money through its branding, communication and analysis. This is strongly
demonstrated through Pacific Connect’s community engagement platform, which operates on the free
Slack platform. The program’s Community is provided numerous benefits with joining the community
engagement initiative, including a raised visibility of achievements in regional networks, opportunities
to build greater connections with Australian government, business, academia and civil society
networks and increased access to tailored mentoring within the Community. There are currently 172
Slack members who have sent more than 1700 messages across dialogue-specific channels. The slack
platform has been instrumental in the collaboration process for funded activities, including the WEF
Global Shapers Community and ‘Every Building is a Classroom’ projects.
ICDP also undertakes research to inform ICDP & Pacific Connect activities and the Community network.
Since July 2018, ICDP has completed or is in the process of completing numerous research tasks. In
November 2018, ICDP circulated the research paper, ‘Transformative Networks in the Pacific – How
Networks Operate Within the Pacific, and Between the Pacific and Australia’. This research allowed
ICDP and the wider Pacific Connect Community to understand how networks within the region and
between Australia and the Pacific operates, and most importantly, how these relate to ICDP activities.
ICDP has also completed a research task that outlines key economic and business indicators in the six
target countries to ensure Pacific Connect activities are tailored to country needs and programme
goals. As of July 2019, ongoing research tasks include: a report on funding opportunities for Pacific
SMEs, innovations and entrepreneurs, and a database on Pacific coalitions and networks within
Australia, the publication of which aims to further cooperation between Pacific Islanders and
Australians through ICDP/ Pacific Connect activities.
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Website Demographics

/ Facebook followers as of June 2019

Facebook followers as of June 2019

ICDP Twitter stats for June 2019, the highest performing month to date
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